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Abstract— This paper presents the extended evaluation in different
reverberant scenarios for different mixtures of speech having interfere
at one of the six angles {150, 300, 450, 600, 750, 900 } of the model
which implementing spatial covariance with interauralaparameter for
improving
the
performance
of
MESSL.
Thetbinaural
spatialtparameters, such as interauralaphase difference IPD and
interauralalevel difference ILD and spatialacovariance areamodeled in
the short-timeaFourieratransform. The parametersaof the model
areaupdated with the expectation-maximization algorithm. The
performance of the model is checked in term of Signal-to-distortion
ratio (SDR) and the perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ),
and the results confirmed that the performance of this proposedamodel
is improved in highly reverberant rooms.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Humans are mostly interested to focus theiraattention only
on the speech of a single speaker, while other speakers and back
ground noise is exist [1]. This ability is greatly reduced when
someone is listening with one ear, especially in reverberant
environment. For example in automatic speech recognition the
machine focus on a speaker of interest and separate speaker
from background noise[2][3]. The process of automated
separation of sources from measured mixtures without any prior
information is known as blind source separation (BSS)[4]. In
blind sources separation the sound sources are separated from
the mixtures in which both the numbers of mixtures and sources
are unknown and only mixtures signals are available. In some
situations we want to recover all individual sources from the
mixture signal, or at least a specific source[5]. In laboratory
conditions most of the algorithms perform fine where number
of sources present in mixtures, mixing methodology and
acoustic condition are already known before the separation of
sources from mixtures. But in real life scenario this problem is
much more complex.
The solution for source separation problem is proposed by
researchers belongs to different communities[6][7][8][9].
Examples included convolution in frequencyadomain,
blindasource
separation
(BSS),
beamforming
and
computational
auditory
scene
analysis
(CASA).
Underdetermined problem in sound sources separation, where
the numberaofasources is more than the number of sensors can

be handle through TF approach[10]. In timeafrequency (TF)
masking for source separation, by exploiting these cues, the
mask for each source can be obtained and hoped that only a
single sourceaisaactive at each TF unit. CASA is a “machine
listening” system that separate mixtures of sound sources in the
same way that human listeners do. It uses cues like pitch,
onset/offsetatime, interauralaleveladifference (ILD) and
interauralatime difference (ITD) to separate the sources[11].
In this thesis speech sources are separated by using a CASA
approach which perform sources segregation on the base of
interaural parameters such as interauralaleveladifference (ILD),
interauralaphaseadifference (IPD) and spatial properties of the
room. The modelaparameters are determined by using the
EMaAlgorithm.
The observation and initial values of the parameters are used
for estimation of probabilities in E-step. These parameters for
the model are updatedabased on the measurementsaand the
posterior probabilitiesafrom theaE-step. Theaproposed model
produces probabilistic TFamasks for single sourcesathat are
used for theirareconstruction.
II.

MOTIVATION AND OBJECTIVE OF THE WORK

Theamain motivation in BlindaSourceaSeparation (BSS) is
the cocktailaparty problem. Imagine someone is in a
loudaparty, he is tryingato convey his voice message to his
friend. During this conversation the sounds received at the
listener’s ear is mixture of the voice of different musical
instruments, people and soaon. The signal arrived to the ear is
in single wave form containing all sounds, and still listener is
able to understandatalk from this mixture[2][1].
For music students the sound source separation is an
important tool by which he can separate a single instrument if
many instruments are active simultiously. Similarlrly, the
ability to remove an instrument from recording is also useful,
as it would allow a student to play a different instrument in the
orignal track in place of the removed instrument[12][13].
III.

OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Some statisticalaproperties of the sourcesaprovide a base
for separation of sound sources[14]. The common statistical
assumption made in our model are that the sources are
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statisticallyaindependent,
nonstationarya[7][5][15].

statisticallyaaorthogonala

and

the models the expectationamaximization algorithm is used
foraitsasolution. Their corresponding parametersaas

The reverberant mixtures at left and right microphones are
represented as l(t) = ∑Ii=1 st (t) ∗ hli (t) , and r(t) =
∑Ii=1 st (t) ∗ hri (t) . In this expression si show sources, hli
represent the Roomaimpulsearesponse RIRafrom the source si
to
the
left
microphone,
hri
represent
the
Roomaimpulsearesponse RIRafrom the source si to the right
sensor, and “*” show theaconvolution.

𝑝(𝛼(𝜔, 𝑡), 𝜑(𝜔, 𝑡), 𝑥(𝜔, 𝑡)|𝛩)
= 𝑁 (𝛼(𝜔, 𝑡)|µ(𝜔), 𝜂 2 (𝜔))
· 𝑁 (𝜑ˆ(𝜔, 𝑡)|𝜉(𝜔), 𝜎 2 (𝜔))
· 𝑁 (𝑥(𝜔, 𝑡)|0, 𝑅𝑥 (𝜔, 𝑡))
All the model’s parameter is given in a vector represented by 𝛩
and its equation is given as

A. TheaILD, IPDaand spatialacovariance models
The interauralaspectrogram, the ratio of leftaandaright
L(t,ω)
mixture at every TF point is given by equation
=
R(t,ω)

α(t,ω)

10 20 ejφ(t,ω) where α(t, ω) is the ILD measured in dB while
φ(t, ω) isaIPD at frequencyaω and “t” is time. TheaIPD must
exist in the range of [−π, π) [16]. For ILD and IPD each source
are frequency-dependent and is given as τ(ω), and α(ω) [15].
The model requires that Fourier transform window used, 1024
points (64ms) must be larger than maximum ITD of ≈0.75ms.
We use a top down approach where ITD is measured in term of
IPD. The phase residual error, which is defined as difference
between IPD observed and IPD predicted is given by
L(t,ω) −jωτ
equation φ(ω, t, τ) =
e
. The phase residual error is
R(t,ω)

modeled with a normaladistribution with
dependentamean ξ (ω) andavariance σ 2 (ω)[17],

frequency-

𝑝(𝜑(𝜔, 𝑡)|𝜏 (𝜔), 𝜎(𝜔)) =
𝑁 (𝜑ˆ(𝜔, 𝑡; 𝜏 )|𝜉(𝜔), 𝜎 2 (𝜔)).
The ILDais also modeledawith a normaladistribution with
mean µ(𝜔) andavariance
𝜂 2 (𝜔), 𝑝(𝛼(𝜔, 𝑡)|µ(𝜔), 𝜂 2 (𝜔))
= 𝑁 (𝛼(𝜔, 𝑡)|µ(𝜔), 𝜂 2 (𝜔)).
Signal 𝑥(𝜔, 𝑡), is mixture signal consisting spatial images of
𝐼 sources mixed with each other in present each channel. This
can be easily modeledaas a zero-meanaGaussianadistribution
with the covariance matrix [16].
𝐼

𝑅𝑥 (𝜔, 𝑡) = ∑ 𝑣𝑖 (𝜔, 𝑡)𝑅𝑖 (𝜔)
𝑖=1

In above equation 𝑣𝑖 (𝜔, 𝑡) show scalar variance while 𝑅𝑖 (𝜔)
is the covarianceamatrix containing the spatialaproperties of
theasource i. [18][19] The probabilityadistribution of the
proposed method is given by [16].
𝑃(𝑥(𝜔, 𝑡)|{𝑣𝑖(𝜔, 𝑡), 𝑅𝑖(𝜔), ∀ 𝑖})
1
=
𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑥 𝐻(𝜔, 𝑡)𝑅−1 𝑥 (𝜔, 𝑡)𝑥(𝜔, 𝑡))
𝑑𝑒𝑡(𝜋𝑅𝑥(𝜔, 𝑡))
Where 𝑎(·) 𝐻 is the Hermitianatranspose.
B. Expectationamaximizationaandasourceaseparation
Theainterauralatimeadifference (ILD), interauralaphase
difference (IPD) discussed in MESSL model [1] and the spatial
covariance models, are combined [6] in this paper and new
model has been formed which is combination of MESSL and
Spatial covariance model. For determining the parameters of
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𝛩 = {µ𝑖 (𝜔), 𝜂 2 𝑖 (𝜔), 𝜉 𝑖𝜏 (𝜔), 𝜎 2 𝑖𝜏 (𝜔), 𝑣𝑖 (𝜔, 𝑡), 𝜓𝑖𝜏 }
Where µi , ξiτ , and ηi 2 , σ2 iτ are respectively the means
and variancesaof theaILD, IPDamodels, and vi is the
scalaravariance related to the spatialacovariance model. The
covarianceamatrix R i (ω) required to calculate R x (ω) is found
by utilizing the posterior knowledge about the room properties.
The notation i in subscript in all parameters represent that they
belong toasource i, andaτ andaω show that these quantities
depends on delay and frequency. Theaparameter ψiτ is the
mixingaweight, is used for determining the probability of the
point in TF spectrum belong to source i and the delay τ.[6]
The logalikelihood function (𝐿) given theaobservations can be
written a
L(Θ) = ∑ log p(α(ω, t), φ(ω, t), x(ω, t)|Θ)
𝑡,𝑤

= ∑ 𝑙𝑜𝑔 ∑[ N (α(ω, t)|µ𝑖 (ω), η2 𝑖 (ω))
𝑡.𝑤

𝑖,𝑡

· N (φˆ(ω, t; τ )|ξiτ (ω), σ2 iτ (ω))
· N (x(ω, t)|0, 𝑅𝑥 (𝜔, 𝑡)) · 𝜓𝑖𝜏 ]
And the maximumalikelihood solution a vector of
parameters moves the function toward maximum value. The
EMaalgorithm is initializedawith the estimatedalocations of the
speakers. In the expectationastep theaprobabilities are
calculated given theaobservations and the estimatesaof the
parameters as
𝜀𝑖𝜏 (𝜔, 𝑡) = 𝜓𝑖𝜏 · 𝑁 (𝛼(𝜔, 𝑡)|µ𝑖 (𝜔), 𝜂 2 𝑖 (𝜔))
· 𝑁 (𝜑ˆ(𝜔, 𝑡; 𝜏 )|𝜉𝑖𝜏 (𝜔), 𝜎 2 𝑖𝜏 (𝜔))
· 𝑁 (𝑥(𝜔, 𝑡)|0, 𝑅𝑥 (𝜔, 𝑡))),
Where εiτ (ω, t) is a variable which provide the information
of expectation belonging to a given source of hidden variable
miτ (ω, t), whose value is one in case time frequency point
belong toasource i andadelay τ and zeroaotherwise. In M-step,
the updating of parameters take place using previous
observation of E-step. The IPDaandaILD parameters and ψiτ
are re-estimated as in.
The contribution of spatialacovariance model are included
from 2nd iteration, because in 1st iteration the εiτ is calculated
only through ILDaandaIPD models, as it is dominate at the
corresponding TF point for source i with delay τ. The time
frequency mask for each source is given through equation.
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M𝑖 (ω, t) = ∑ 𝜀𝑖𝜏 (𝜔, 𝜏)
𝜏

The masks are multiplied to mixtures and single source of
interest are reconstructed. We nextaexperimentally verify the
efficiency of theaproposedamodel through the MATLAB
simulation.
IV.

The figure. 1 and 2 shows that at low reverberation the
performance of proposed model and MESSL are same for
average SDR and better than MESSL in the average PESQ.
Figure. 3 and 4 show the average SDR and average PESQ
comparisons of the proposed model with MESSL model at
RT60 s of 470ms.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Experimentsawere performedaon mixtures of twoasources
with varying levelsaofareverberation and differentaangels. The
target source was present at 00 azimuth and interferer were
present at one of the six angles {150, 300, 450, 600, 750, 900
}. Speechautterances were randomlyachosen from the TIMIT
acousticaphonetic continuous speechacorpus to formamixtures
with twoaspeech sources. The results obtained by performing
simulation in different scenarios such as different angles, RIR
and RT60 s for ten mixtures each containing two sources. The
signalatoadistortion ratioa (SDR) and perceptualaevaluation of
speechaquality (PESQ) were used to evaluateatheaperformance
of the algorithms. The proposed model is named as (MESSL+
SC) in all graphs and figures.

Figure. 3 SDR Comparison of proposed model and MESSL Model at
Reverberation of 470ms

The average SDR and average PESQ is calculated for ten
different two-sources mixtures and for both proposed and
MESSL models at different RT60 s i.e. 320ms, 470ms, 680ma
and 890ms.
Figure. 1 and 2 show the average SDR and average PESQ
comparisons of the proposed model with MESSL model at
RT60 s of 320ms.
Text heads organize the topics on a relational, hierarchical
Figure. 4 PESQ Comparison of proposed model and MESSL Model at Reverberation of
470ms

The figure 3 and 4 clarifying that when reverberation
increases from 320ms to 470ms the performance of the
proposed model is enhanced from MESSL model in both
evaluation matrix i.e. average SDR and average PESQ.
Figure.5 − 9 show the average SDR and average PESQ
comparisons of the proposed model with MESSL model at
RT60 s of 680ms and 890ms.

Figure.1 SDR Comparison of proposed model and MESSL Model at
Reverberation of 320ms

Figure. 2 PESQ Comparison of proposed model and MESSL Model at
Reverberation of 320ms
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Figure.5 SDR Comparison of proposed model and MESSL Model at
Reverberation of 680ms
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is not possible that all of the time the sources will be stationary
they can change their positions. So case of movable sources is
future challenges of this algorithm.

Figure.6 PESQ Comparison of proposed model and MESSL Model at
Reverberation of 680ms

Figure.7 SDR Comparison of proposed model and MESSL Model at
Reverberation of 890ms

Figure.8 PESQ Comparison of proposed model and MESSL Model at
Reverberation of 890ms

The above figures 5-8 clarify that whenever the
reverberation time is further increased up to 680ms and 890ms
the performance of the proposed model is improved more over
the MESSL model. Figure. 8 shows that at the highest
RT60 s(890ms) under consideration, the proposed model
outperforms MESSL by and Average SDR of 3.05 db.
CONCUSLION
A speechaseparation algorithm in reverberant environment
isaproposed, that integrate the models of the
interauralaparameters and spatialacovariance. The observed
mixtures wereamodeled and initialized using the EMaalgorithm
giving improved source estimates. Results indicate that the
performance of our proposed model is much better than the
existing model MESSL.
FUTUREAWORK
The algorithm proposedain the paper can be extendedain
numberaofaways. In proposed model all the sources of sound
are assume to be stationary sources. In practical scenarios this
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By applying the effect of covarianceamodel with models of
IPD and ILD assumed that the reverberation time was known.
Science the estimation for finding the reverberation time was
not aims of this thesis. The future work in this thesis is that to
include algorithm to detect the reverberation time i.e. by
spectral subtraction. Finally, in futureawork researcher could
focus on the algorithm complexity reduction.
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